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Abstract—Surface reconstruction techniques have applications
in many fields, such as cartography, augmented reality and
reverse engineering. In real time systems, meshes in multiple
resolutions can be used to ensure fast processing, where more
detailed representations are used only when necessary. This
paper proposes and validates the simplification of multireso-
lution meshes generated with Poisson Surface Reconstruction.
We achieved simplifications of almost 90% of the reconstructed
model maintaining it’s average form.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Virtual representations of objects can be created in CAD
(Computer Aided Design) tools or generated from existent
physical models, through surface reconstruction techniques.
The goal of surface reconstruction is to find a surface from a
finite set of sampled geometric values (usually points in space)
[1]. The generated surface can be, then, discretized, producing
a triangle mesh.

The simpler the mesh, the easier it is to store and process
it. Multiresolution methods can be used to generate meshes in
different level of detail (LOD) and, to ensure fast processing,
an object which is far from the observer can be rendered in a
low LOD, while higher LOD could be used for closer objects
[2], [3]. Simplified meshes allow not only improvements in
rendering speed, but also fast transmission of 3D models in
network-based applications [4].

Contributions: This paper proposes an improvement to
the Poisson surface reconstruction algorithm [5], by adding
mesh simplification to the multiresolution result. Two ap-
proaches are studied: edge collapse operations [6] and a solu-
tion inspired by the work of Mingyi et al. [7], which defines
a local normal change threshold to reconstruct a surface from
the point set.

A. Related work

Surface reconstruction algorithms from scattered data points
can be divided in 4 groups: distance functions, spacial sub-
division, spatial free form warping and incremental surface-
oriented construction [1]. Distance functions calculate the
distance D between any point in space and the surface,
therefore, when D ≈ 0, the surface is approximated by an
implicit function. Spatial subdivision methods decompose a
set of points P in cells, selecting only the cells related to

the form described by P . Spatial warping techniques deform
an initial surface in order to approximate it to the point set.
Incremental construction build an approximating/interpolating
surface directly from properties of the data points [1].

The Poisson surface reconstruction [5] is an approach that
expresses surface reconstruction as the solution to a Poisson
equation. This method uses an implicit solution to approximate
the surface and then extract the isosurface using an adaptation
of the Marching Cubes [8] algorithm. Since accurate solutions
are only needed near the surface, an octree structure is applied
to approximate the raw data and, by choosing the maximum
octree depth, one can create surfaces of various LOD. Fig. 1
shows our experiments with the Stanford bunny, which is
reconstructed at 3 different octree depths. Table I shows the
reduction of polygons as the maximum octree depth is limited.

Many methods can be used to simplify a mesh, for exam-
ple, clustering algorithms, iterative simplification and particle
simulation [9]. Mingyi et al. [7] evaluate the neighbourhood
of every point and, if the local normal change, defined as
the maximum angle between the points’ normal, is less than a
established threshold, these points are simplified by one plane.
Edge collapse operations consist of iteratively replacing an
edge with a single vertex by removing 2 triangles per collapse,
but maintaining the overall look of the surface [10].
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Fig. 1. Stanford Bunny reconstructed with Poisson method at 3 different
resolutions

II. MESH SIMPLIFICATION

Our technique aims at reducing the number of polygons
produced by the Poisson method, by adding a surface simpli-
fication step to the reconstruction process. Two approaches are
studied:



TABLE I
NUMBER OF TRIANGLES IN THE RECONSTRUCTED MODEL FOR DIFFERENT

DEPTHS USING POISSON METHOD

Octree Depth Number of vertex Number of faces
5 2160 4316
7 36322 72640
10 682031 1364058

• Post-processing of the mesh, simplifying it with the edge
collapse algorithm, well defined by [6], [11].

• Evaluation of the triangle mesh (local normal change of
the faces), delimiting a threshold for coplanarity. This
method is originally described by [7] to work on point
sets, but can be extended for polygon meshes.

III. IMPLEMENTATION

In order to implement this multiresolution approach, a
surface reconstruction pipeline was developed, consisting of
data (point cloud) acquisition with Microsoft Kinect, point
cloud filtering and segmentation, surface reconstruction and
surface simplification.

The Point Cloud Library (PCL) [12] was used to capture and
pre-process the raw data. Then we adapted the algorithm of
[5] to analyse and reconstruct the surface. Finally, we adjusted
the CGAL [10] implementation of the edge collapse algorithm
to simplify our triangle mesh.

IV. WORK IN PROGRESS

Currently, we are working on mesh segmentation of our
point sets (depth maps) using the PCL [12] version of
RANSAC (Random Sample Consensus) [13] and we are
developing the local normal change approach for triangle mesh
simplification.

V. EXPERIMENTS

We applied our algorithm in public domain point sets (the
Stanford 3D Scanning Repository and the CGAL Surface Re-
construction Examples). Fig. 2 shows a dragon reconstructed
with Poisson method with octree at depth 8 and it’s simplified
version with Edge Collapse operation. Table II shows that
even though the simplification process reduced the number
of polygons to a tenth of the original model, the average form
of the object is maintained.

TABLE II
SIMPLIFICATION RESULTS USING EDGE COLLAPSE ALGORITHM

Number of vertex Number of faces
Original Dragon 10000 19994

Simplified Dragon 1001 1996

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we proposed and validated the simplification
of multi-resolution objects created with Poisson surface recon-
struction. As we finish the implementation of our prototype,
we expect to achieve better multi-resolution meshes (less
polygons and more detail) with the combination of these

(a) Original dragon (b) Simplified dragon

Fig. 2. Edge Collapse Simplification

techniques than with the Poisson method itself. In order to
validate our experiments, we will use Metro [14] to compare
the differences between the original and the simplified surface.
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